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Abstract
This paper presents a new color document image segmentation system suitable for historical Arabic manuscripts.
Our system is composed of a hybrid method which couple together background light intensity normalization algo-
rithm and k-means clustering with maximum likelihood (ML) estimation, for foreground/ background separation.
Firstly, the background normalization algorithm performs separation between foreground and background. This
foreground is used in later steps. Secondly, our algorithm proceeds on luminance and distort the contrast. These
distortions are corrected with a gamma correction and contrast adjustment. Finally, the new enhanced foreground
image is segmented to foreground/background on the basis of ML estimation. The initial parameters for the ML
method are estimated by k-means clustering algorithm. The segmented image is used to produce a final restored
document image.
The techniques are tested on a set of Arabic historical manuscripts documents from the National Tunisian Library.
The performance of the algorithm is demonstrated on by real color manuscripts distorted with show-through
effects, uneven background color and localized spot.

Categories and Subject Descriptors (according to ACM CCS): I.7.5 [Document and Text Processing]: Document
Capture/ Document analysis

1. Introduction

The historical documents, preserved at the National Library
of Tunisia, are considered as an important part of Ara-
bic cultural heritage. These funds suffer from a progressive
degradation and therefore risk to disappear. The automatic
processing of this type of documents in order to restore and
use, is a definite advantage which is confronted with many
difficulties due to the storage condition and the complex-
ity of their content. In fact, historical documents have many
particularities which hinder classical color document image
segmentation algorithms. Figure 1 illustrates the most com-
mon deteriorations that appeared in historical Arabic docu-
ment images which are: The show-through effects (Figure
1 left), the presence of spot due to the humidity absorbed
by paper, and an uneven background color paper (Figure 1
right), the presence of fold and tear, and the distortions due
to the natural curvature of pages.

Most previous document image enhancement algorithms

have been designed primarily for binarization of modern
documents. These methods aim to extract text from noisy
documents with uneven background. Three popular meth-
ods, namely Otsu’s thresholding technique [Ots79], entropy
techniques proposed by Kapur and al. [KSW85] and the
minimal error technique by Kittler and Illingworth [KI86],
are analysed and compared in [LYT∗03, LVPG02]. Another
entropy-based method specially designed for historical doc-
ument segmentation [CR00] deals with the noise inherent
in the paper especially in documents written on both sides.
Wang and al. [WXLT03] presented methods to separate text
from background noise and bleed-through text (from the
backside of the paper) using direct image matching and di-
rectional wavelets. Other methods for historical document
image enhancement are driven by the goal of improving hu-
man readability of the documents [CR02].

This paper presents a new method for fore-
ground/background segmentation of color historical
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Arabic manuscripts. This method combines two techniques
of segmentation: The foreground/background separation
with background light intensity normalization algorithm
and the improvement of the obtained result on the basis
of ML estimation after contrast adjustment with gamma
correction and histogram normalization of the foreground
image. The following paper describes the proposed method
and experimental results.

Figure 1: Arabic historical documents image: (left) Show-
through effects, (right) uneven background

2. State of the Art

The works described in [BHH∗98,GPH05,LBE04] are ded-
icated for foreground/background separation of color docu-
ment images. DjVu [BHH∗98] implements an efficient fore-
ground/background separation in the context of compres-
sion. The approach is based on a multi-scale bi-color cluster-
ing that considers several grids of increasing resolution. The
technique works well for a large class of documents (gray as
well as color) but fails for documents with low contrast.

Leydier and al [LBE04] have achieved an adaptative al-
gorithm for the segmentation of color images suited for doc-
ument image analysis. The algorithm is based on a serial-
ization of the k-means algorithm that is applied sequentially
by using a sliding window over the image. The algorithm
reuses information about the clusters computed by the previ-
ous classification and automatically adjusts the clusters dur-
ing the windows displacement in order to better adapt the
classifier to any new local modification of the colors. The
used colorspaces are RGB and HSL (Hue, Saturation, and
Luminosity).

Garain and al [GPH05] have proposed an adaptive method
for foreground/background separation in low quality color
document images. A connected component labelling is ini-
tially implemented to capture the spatially connected sim-
ilar color pixels. Next, Dominant background components
are determined to divide the entire image into a number
of grids each representing local uniformity in illumination
background. Finally, foreground parts are located using lo-
cal information around them. This method achieved good
results compared to DjVu [BHH∗98].

Shi and al [SG04,SG05] have proposed a color document
image enhancement algorithm of palm leaf manuscripts.

This method is based on background light intensity normal-
ization. The background approximation is designed to over-
come the unevenness of the document background and the
low contrast. The techniques are tested on a set of palm leaf
images from various sources and the results show significant
improvement in readability.

3. Proposed Methodology

The proposed document enhancement methodology per-
mits the improvement of the quality of historical Ara-
bic manuscripts which presented uneven background and
low contrast due to the traditional mode of manufacture
and the effect of ageing and degradation. It consists of
the following steps: foreground extraction, contrast adjust-
ment, foreground/background segmentation, reconstruction
of document image with smoothing. The developed docu-
ment segmentation method operates with background light
intensity normalization algorithm proposed by shi and al
[SG04, SG05] and applied to palm leaf manuscripts. We
have improved this technique with the histogram normaliza-
tion used in color image manuscript context. The segmenta-
tion method proceeds on luminance and distort the contrast.
These distortions are corrected with a gamma correction and
contrast adjustment. The new enhanced foreground image
is segmented to foreground/background on the basis of ML
estimation. The initial parameters for the ML method are
estimated by k-means clustering algorithm. The segmented
image is used to produce a final restored document image.
Figure 2 presents the flowchart of our proposed methodol-
ogy.

The steps below are described in the following sections:

• Application of an iterative background light intensity nor-
malization algorithm for a first foreground/background
separation.

• Correction of visual distortions of obtained foreground
using gamma correction and histogram normalization.

• Estimation of the parameters with K-means algorithm
for ML method. This algorithm performs final fore-
ground/background segmentation.

• Reconstruction of images color space and production of
the restored manuscript.

3.1. Background Light Intensity Normalisation
Algorithm

Background light intensity normalization algorithm is ap-
plied on historical manuscripts documents presented an un-
even background and low contrast. Therefore, the choice
of color space is important. This technique performs back-
ground approximation at first. Secondly, foreground normal-
isation is carried out from approximated background YBack
and luminance image YOriginal of the original image. Figure
3 shows the normalization process.
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Figure 2: Flowchart of proposed methodology

3.1.1. Feature Choices

The choice of YIQ (Y: luminance channel; I and Q: chromi-
nance color channels) colorspace is justified by the fact that
the human vision is very sensitive to the change of luminos-
ity. Moreover, the variation in light intensity caused by the
uneven background of historical manuscripts is captured in
L channel. An example of image decomposition from RGB
to YIQ colorspace is presented in Figure 4.

3.1.2. Background Approximation

Background approximation algorithm start with a global bi-
narization of the Y channel using Otsu method [Ots79]. This
technique computes a global threshold for text extraction
based on minimizing the intraclasses variance of the im-
age’s pixels. The steps of the background approximation al-
gorithm are presented below:

• Computing the horizontal projection profile H of binary
document image from L channel.

• Computing the average of histogram values M (step1).

• Scanning the image line by line YOriginal and background
approximation YBack (step 2).

• Recursive estimation of each final pixel grayscale of the
image YBack (step3).

After experimental work, for the case of historical man-
uscripts, we suggest the following parameter values:
window size = 3×3, mtime = 20. An example of a resulting
background approximation is given in figure 4.

3.1.3. Image Normalisation

Foreground normalisation is obtained from L channel of
original image and estimated background YBack. The light
intensity pixels values of the new foreground YNew are com-
puted according to the following formulas, equation 1 and
equation 2:

• Linear normalisation by translation

YNew = (YOriginal −YBack)+C (1)
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Figure 3: Background light intensity normalisation process

Figure 4: Background light intensity normalisation on lumi-
nance channe Y: (left) Manuscript image, (right) Approxi-
mated background

• Linear normalisation by stretching

YNew = (
YOriginal

YBack
) ·C (2)

To ensure that the value does not exceed 255, C is set to 255
(usually) to make the background color white. The resultant
normalized images are shown in Figure 5.

The normalisation by stretching is more adapted for the
case of manuscript documents which present an uneven
background and a low contrast. Experimental works show
that iterating the normalisation process is necessary. We sug-
gest three iterations which gives sufficient results. The ob-
tained foreground YNew is used in the later steps.

3.2. Histogram Transformations

3.2.1. Gamma Correction

Cheng and al, and Tremeau and al [CJSW01,TFMB04] have
shown in their survey on color space, that the image process-
ing with YIQ color space requires a gamma correction. In
our case, the coefficient of gamma correction is the ratio be-
tween the average of intensity values of original image Yo-

Figure 5: Foreground normalisation: (top) YOriginal image,
(left) By translation, (right) By stretching

riginal and the resulting foreground YNew, according to the
following formula, equation 3.

γ =
Mean(YNew)

Mean(YOriginal)
(3)

We notice that the values of gamma are usually greater
than 1. This operation increases the contrast of image LNew.
Figure 6 shows the effect of gamma correction.

Figure 6: Gamma correction: (left) Foreground before
gamma correction, (right) Foreground after gamma correc-
tion

3.2.2. Histogram Normalisation

After gamma correction, the resulting foreground YGamma
contains again pale colors. In order to increase the contrast
of image, we apply a stretching to the intensity values of
image histogram using a proportion value. Then, the image
YContrast is produced with a proportion between 2% and 8%
which gives correct results shown in figure 7.
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Figure 7: Histogram normalisation: (top) Foreground af-
ter gamma correction,with the intensity histogram, (bottom)
Foreground after contrast adjustment, with the intensity his-
togram

3.3. Foreground/Background Segmentation

Document image manuscript segmentation can be consid-
ered as a statistical classification problem. The estimation of
parameters of classification is given by Kmeans algorithm
improved by ML method.

3.3.1. Initialisation of K-means Algorithm

K-means algorithm operates on the image YContrast . This
technique computes the statistical features vectors for the
foreground/background classification. K-means algorithm
performs a first foreground/background classification. Fig-
ure 8 illustrates the result of segmentation.

Figure 8: K-means foreground/background segmentation:
(left) Foreground, (right) Background

We notice that there is a significative loss of text infor-
mation from foreground. In order to improve results of final
segmentation, we refine the parameters of classification esti-
mated by k-means algorithm by using ML algorithm.

3.3.2. Maximum Likelihood Algorithm

The maximum likelihood classifier is one of the most pop-
ular methods of classification in remote sensing, in which
a pixel with the maximum likelihood is classified into the
corresponding class. The likelihood Lk is defined as the pos-
terior probability of a pixel belonging to class K, and it com-
puted as the following, equation 4 .

Lk = P(K|X) =
P(K) ·P(X |K)
∑P(i) ·P(X |i) (4)

Where:

• P(K): prior probability of class k
• P(X |K): conditional probability to observe X from class

k, or probability density function

Therefore Lk depends on P(X |k) or the probability density
function. Foreground/background segmentation of Ycon-
trast image is performed by ML method. This technique re-
lies on the likelihood function of the distribution of image
intensity pixels. The ML method estimates the probability
that a pixel belongs to its corresponding class which is fore-
ground or background and assigns it when its probability
is maximal. We are using two probability distributions, the
Gaussian law and the Raleigh law. According to the distrib-
ution, the likelihood Lk is expressed in the following equa-
tions 5 and 6.

• Lk according to Gaussian distribution:

Lk=1,2(YContrast) =
1

σk
√

2π
· e−

1
2σ2

k
·(YContrast−µk)2

(5)

• Lk according to Raleigh distribution:

Lk=1,2(YContrast) =
1

µk

√
2
π

· e
− Y 2

Contrast
2(µk

√
2
π )2 (6)

The pixel j in YContrast is labelled Lkj according to the
following equation 7.

Lkj = max
x

(Lk(Y )) (7)

Figure 9: ML Foreground background segmentation: (left)
Gaussian distribution, (right) Raleigh distribution

Figure 10: Foreground/background RGB Reconstruction:
(left) Foreground, (right) Background
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Experimental work shows that for the case of historical
manuscripts, the Raleigh distribution gives better results for
foreground/background segmentation. Figures 9 and 10 il-
lustrate results in HSL and RGB color spaces.

3.4. Manuscripts Restoration

Foreground/background segmentation by ML method is
used for the restoration of historical manuscripts. In fact, the
restored image is constructed by superposition of the fore-
ground and the average of background in RGB colorspace.
Figure 11 illustrates visually the restored historical manu-
script.

Figure 11: Manuscript output: (left) Original, (right) Re-
stored

4. Conclusion and Future Works

In this paper, we have presented a hybrid method for fore-
ground/background segmentation suited for Arabic doc-
uments manuscripts distorted with show-through effects
and uneven background. This technique is based on four
steps: (a) foreground extraction with iterative light in-
tensity normalisation algorithm, (b) postprocessing of ob-
tained foreground with double contrast adjustment, (c) Fore-
ground/background segmentation with ML method, (d) re-
construction of restored manuscript document.

Our future objective aims to perfect our method. We are
planning to assist the user to define automatically the iter-
ations number of the normalisation process. Moreover, we
aim to improve the texture segmentation method in order to
classify the document into three types of texture informa-
tion: Text, background, and graphic, can be useful to an in-
dexing and retrieval system of Arabic historical documents.
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